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A flexural wave is applied to an optical fiber during the process of Bragg grating inscription using
the direct writing method through a phase mask. Using this approach, we can dither the writing
process to allow complex grating writing. Examples we demonstrate are tunable sampled gratings
C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3655328]
and phase-shifted gratings. V

The inscription of optical fiber Bragg gratings using the
method of direct writing through a phase mask has been
employed for almost two decades, allowing the efficient
inscription of uniform and non-uniform Bragg gratings.1
This technique has made possible the development of a vast
range of telecommunication and sensing devices that are
based on, for example, sampled gratings2,3 and phase-shifted
gratings.4 The range of applications of such grating structures can be extended through the use of the acousto-optic
effect.5–8 However, the modulation caused by this effect disappears in the absence of the acoustic wave.
In this work, we investigate how to control the excitation of an acoustic flexural wave during the inscription of
permanent Bragg grating structures. This mechanism was
first demonstrated for the inscription of permanent sampled
gratings using longitudinal acoustical waves.9 Here, we
expand to the case where flexural waves are excited leading
to dithering of the fiber.
When longitudinal waves are launched in the fiber, the
strain field causes alterations in the impermeability tensor,
which is converted to changes in the effective refractive
index, described by
!
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where pij are the components of the elasto-optic tensor and ej
is the strain sensor. Once the acoustic wave modifies the
impermeability tensor periodically, compression and rarefaction fields are generated, which modify the photoelastic coefficient.9 Thus, by adjusting the stress profile along the
grating, the UV-induced index change is altered by the corresponding stress profile. On the other hand, when a flexural
wave excites the fiber during inscription, periodic bending
fields are generated.10 This bending causes the misplacing of
the UV interference pattern (generated by the inscription
light) in certain regions of the fiber core so that no grating is
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formed. This mechanism can be compared to the situation
where the phase mask is conventionally dithered using piezo
elements over the fiber.11
Figure 1 illustrates the expected effect. When the fiber is
at rest, the UV interferogram produces the usual modulation
of the refractive index of the fiber core (Fig. 1(a)). However,
when the fiber is flexurally excited (Fig. 1(b)), the core is
dithered, thus destroying the fringe interference pattern of
the UV light—consequently, no grating is inscribed. This
effect can be used to create sampled gratings, fiber cavities,
and phase-shifted gratings.
The method of direct writing through a phase mask was
employed to inscribe the gratings. The grating writing set-up
was modified to make possible the acoustic excitation of the
fiber during the process. The fiber is fed through a silica
horn, which is attached to a piezo-electric transducer as
shown in Fig. 2(a). The resultant flexural acoustic wavelength (ks), at frequency, f, is given by
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pacext
;
ks ¼
f
where a is the fiber radius and cext is the extensional acoustic
velocity.9 For example, when the piezo transducer is driven
by f ¼ 113 kHz signal, the achieved flexural wavelength is
ks  3.2 mm, which is usually much shorter than the total
grating length used in order for high resolution control along
the grating.
The gratings were inscribed in photosensitive step-index
fiber without any hydrogen loading. The core of the fiber had
a GeO2 doping of [GeO2]  12 mol. %. A cylindrical lens
was used to focus the output beam of a 193 nm ArF laser
onto the fiber core and achieve a fluence of F  300 mJ/cm2.
This radiation was scanned over the phase mask of length
lpm ¼ 5 cm, which has a period of Kpm ¼ 1.05  103 nm. The
scanning speed was t ¼ 10 mm/min. In this way, Bragg gratings 5 cm long were produced, with Bragg wavelength at
kB ¼ 1532 nm.
Sampled gratings were originally written by turning ON
and OFF, a scanning laser beam either with a fixed amplitude
mask or by modulating the laser beam during scanning.2,3 To
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the
grating writing set-up when (a) no
acoustic wave excites the fiber and (b)
when a flexural wave excites the fiber.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Grating writing set-up showing the modulator positioned in the assembly and (b) burst
mode excitation on the PZT. The burst
time, tb, corresponds to the time between
bursts of 100 cycles and Tb is the duration of the burst.

achieve the same result by acoustic modulation, as the UV
beam is scanned over the phase mask, the flexural wave is
periodically turned ON and OFF using the burst function of
the signal generator (100 cycles of the acoustic wave were
arbitrarily chosen). Fig. 2(b) represents the RF excitation
with respect to time, the interval between acoustic bursts is
tb and Tb is the duration of the burst. When the acoustic
wave is present, no grating is written since the frequency is
chosen to effectively dither the fiber, whereas when the fiber
is at rest, a grating is achieved. It is possible to control the
distance between the written gratings by setting the burst parameters (instead of adjusting the modulation of the laser),
which is accomplished by means of the acoustic frequency
and the UV beam scanning speed.
Fig. 3(a) shows the resultant reflection spectra for different frequencies applied to the modulator. Initially, for comparison purposes, six gratings were inscribed using the
conventional technique of modulating the UV writing beam
(no acoustic wave exciting the fiber) as it is scanned across
the phase mask—the combined spectra are shown in the
solid curve of Fig. 3(a). These gratings had a spatial separation of approximately lg  4.5 mm. Employing now the

acoustic technique, the length and number of gratings can be
set by controlling the acoustic frequency. For example, considering f ¼ 306 kHz, approximately four gratings were written in a 5 cm long piece of fiber, whereas for f ¼ 75 kHz, two
gratings were obtained (dotted curves of Fig. 3(a)).
If the frequency is kept constant and the burst time is
tuned, this leads to a change in the number of gratings generated and also a change in the length of each grating. Fig. 3(b)
shows the resultant reflection spectra when an acoustic frequency of f ¼ 113 kHz excites the fiber using the burst function. The modulation periods were tb ¼ 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 s.
This gives rise to sampled periods of K ¼ 1.17, 0.57, 0.29,
0.18, and 0.14 nm, respectively, consistent with that estimated using the standard sampled grating equation described
in Ref. 12. It is observed that the sample period is found to
decrease when the burst time is increased as shown in Fig.
3(b)—which is expected from the from the Fourier transform
of the superperiod.12
For the case when the modulation is continuous, the period tends to zero, and a sync-sampled fiber grating13 with a
phase-shifted spectrum (similar to a phase-shifted Moiré grating14) is generated, as shown in Fig. 4. The inset scheme of

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Sampled gratings written using a direct UV beam
modulation methodology (solid curve)
and by means of acoustic waves at different frequencies. (b) Gratings inscribed
by fixing the acoustic frequency and
varying the acoustic burst time, tb.
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ing tools, such as phase masks, are dithered or the laser
beam modulated.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Phase-shifted grating spectrum. Inset: Resultant
index modulation shaped by the acoustic wave.

Fig. 4 shows the resultant effective index modulation of the
fiber core shaped by the flexural acoustic wave. Note that a
different phase mask was used to achieve the results shown
in Figs. 3(b) and 4 with length lpm ¼ 2.5 cm and period that
generates a Bragg wavelength of kB ¼ 1552.6 nm.
We have demonstrated the technique of exciting an optical fiber by flexural waves during the process of Bragg grating inscription and have shown that it is possible to create
sampling modulation of uniform Bragg gratings as well as
phase-shifted complex grating structures, by switching ON
and OFF the acoustic wave during the writing process. The
method shows great potential in various applications where
precise and fast control of the grating parameters is desired.
It is an acoustic equivalent to past processes where the writ-

